Catalytic Enantioselective Nucleophilic Desymmetrisation of Phosphonate Esters
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Compounds containing one or more stereogenic phosphorous atoms in the P(V) oxidation state are important to chemistry, biology and medicine.¹ These include marketed antiviral drugs such as Tenofovir alafenamide and Remdesivir,² an effective treatment for Ebola which has also recently been approved for use against SARS-CoV-2 in the US. Existing approaches for the stereoselective synthesis of P-stereogenic centers, while elegant, remain mostly diastereoselective, with catalytic enantioselective approaches remaining limited in application. Accordingly, conceptually novel, broad-scope, catalytic strategies for the efficient stereoselective synthesis of diverse stereogenic P(V) containing compounds remain essential.³
To this end, we describe a novel enantioselective two-stage strategy, exploiting the first catalytic and highly enantioselective\textsuperscript{4-6} desymmetrisation\textsuperscript{7} of phosphonate esters. Pivoting on the stereocontrolled, sequential nucleophilic substitution of enantiotopic leaving groups from readily accessible pro-chiral P(V) precursors, a bifunctional iminophosphorane (BIMP)\textsuperscript{8-10} superbase catalyst was found to be essential in delivering reactive desymmetrised intermediates capable of downstream enantiospecific substitution. This uniquely modular, catalytic platform allows broad-scope, stereoselective access to a diverse library of chiral P(V) compounds including those with $O$, $N$ and $S$-linkages.

Over the past few years substantial progress has been made in improving the synthesis of P(V) chiral compounds. In 2017, Merck reported a diastereoselective dynamic kinetic asymmetric transformation (DYKAT) to synthesise MK-3682, a lead ProTide\textsuperscript{11} antiviral compound as well as other analogues.\textsuperscript{12} The process was reliant on a chiral C2 symmetric nucleophilic organocatalyst, which provided the desired prodrug with exquisite diastereocontrol from racemic P(V) starting material.

Recently, the Baran group reported a highly versatile chiral P(V) reagent: PSI ($\psi$), derived from limonene, for the diastereoselective synthesis of phosphorothioate oligonucleotides and of cyclic dinucleotides (CDNs).\textsuperscript{13} Building upon previous chiral auxiliary approaches,\textsuperscript{14-18} this work was also expanded towards the synthesis of $P$-chiral phosphines, as well as methylphosphonate oligonucleotides (MPOs).\textsuperscript{19}
While these elegant processes towards $P$-chiral compounds are effective, they remain diastereoselective, where chirality at the phosphorous centre is installed either through a matched combination of catalyst and a carefully tailored starting material or by employing a stoichiometric chiral leaving group. Notwithstanding sophisticated, contemporary enantioselective arylation$^{20,21}$ and allylation$^{22}$ protocols of secondary phosphine oxides (limited to all carbon substituents on phosphorous), a few notable reports have also been disclosed generating a $P$-stereogenic centre indirectly through the functionalisation of enantiotopic $P$-bound groups. This approach however, inherently limits the scope and application of these protocols (Figure 1, A)$^{3,23–33}$ Despite these impressive advances, to date, no catalytic enantioselective desymmetrisation protocols have been established with reactivity occurring directly at the phosphorous atom.$^{34}$

We envisioned a novel, two-stage desymmetrisation-derivatisation strategy by which enantiotopic phenolic leaving groups on a pro-chiral phosphonate ester are enantiodiscriminated by a suitable nucleophile under the control of a chiral Brønsted base catalyst,$^{35}$ generating a new $P$–O bond. The resulting enantioenriched intermediate would retain suitable reactivity for sequential substitution of the remaining leaving group. With appropriate stereocontrol, this uniquely modular approach would overcome the key restrictions of previously developed protocols. Given the tunability and high basicity of our bifunctional iminophosphorane catalysts (BIMPs)$^{8–10}$ we expected that they would provide sufficient pronucleophile / substrate activation and could be suitably adapted to obtain high levels of enantioselectivity in the products.

To explore the proposed reaction design, we began our investigations by identifying a suitable model system containing a phosphonyl dichloride mimic, utilising 2,4-dimethyl phenol as the
nucleophile and a BIMP superbase catalyst. The leaving group had to possess key characteristics based on the dichotomy between leaving group ability / basicity and stability of the P(V) precursor to allow for reactivity and catalyst turnover. After a comprehensive investigation of potential leaving groups, para-nitrophenol was identified to possess good reactivity as well as crucially permitting catalyst turnover\textsuperscript{36} (see SI for details). Following this key breakthrough, a survey of nitrophenol isomers resulted in ortho-nitrophenol (LG\textsubscript{1}) being identified as optimal for enantioselectivity. The development of a new BIMP catalyst bearing a ureidopeptide H-bond donor motif (B\textsubscript{1}), inspired by the work of Palomo,\textsuperscript{37–39} and tuning of the reaction conditions led to a first lead result of 41\% yield and 87\% ee (Figure 1, B). To augment catalyst turnover, the pK\textsubscript{a} of the leaving group was carefully adjusted \textit{via} a methyl group scan around the aromatic ring of the nitrophenol (LG\textsubscript{2}-LG\textsubscript{4}). While the introduction of a methyl group at the 4-position (LG\textsubscript{3}) gave the best yield (61\%), a methyl group at the 6-position (LG\textsubscript{4}) gave optimal enantioselectivity (94\% ee) albeit with a drop in reactivity. By conducting the reaction at room temperature and fine-tuning the basicity of the catalyst (exchanging PPh\textsubscript{3} to P(p-tol)\textsubscript{3}) for the generation of the iminophosphorane), the yield of product 1 was increased to 84\% and its enantiomeric excess was found to be 91\%. For comparison, it is worthy of note that \textit{Cinchona}-derived bifunctional organocatalysts and phase transfer catalysis were ineffective in providing the desired product in high yield and enantioselectivity (see SI for details).
Figure 1. (A) Previous catalysts yielding modestly enantioselective nucleophilic substitution at phosphorous (left) and our reaction design (right). (B) Selected reaction optimisation (left) with representative unsuccessful catalyst classes (right).
With the optimised conditions in hand, we proceeded to explore the scope of this enantioselective nucleophilic desymmetrisation (Figure 2). We were pleased to find that a variety of phenols possessing ortho-substituents (2-6) were well tolerated, and high yields and enantioselectivities were maintained. Compound 6 (98% yield, 91% ee) is of particular interest as a precursor to CycloSal-type prodrugs.\textsuperscript{40} 2,3-Disubstituted phenols were also found to be effective nucleophiles (7). The introduction of electron-withdrawing groups (8) was also possible, despite a slight reduction in enantioselectivity. Bulky, naturally occurring phenols totarol and thymol were also competent nucleophiles for delivering the desymmetrised P(V) products (9, 10) in good yield and high enantioselectivity. Importantly, when totarol was reacted with P1, catalysed by achiral base BEMP, no diastereoselectivity was observed, demonstrating that the stereoselective reaction was under complete catalyst control. Using carvacrol as a nucleophile (11) resulted in diminished enantioselectivity. Nucleophiles bearing no ortho-substituent were found to afford the corresponding products in good yields but poor enantioselectivity confirming that the ortho-substituent was a key discriminating feature in the transition structures governing the stereoselectivity of the reaction (see SI for details). The reaction was also successful on gram-scale (3 mmol) with no loss in yield or enantioselectivity. Desymmetrised product 1 was recrystallized to >99.9% ee and the absolute stereochemical configuration was assigned as (R) via single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis (see SI for details). Having probed the scope of the nucleophilic partner, we proceeded to vary the P-linked carbon substituent on the phosphonate ester electrophile. Such changes were broadly tolerated with aryl (12), methyl (13), higher alkyl (14-15) and β-branched (16) substituents maintaining high reaction efficiency and enantioselectivities. Benzyl substituents (17-19) were also tolerated, despite a slight decrease in selectivity. Finally, we were pleased to find that thiophene (20) and (thio)ether (21, 22) substituted prochiral phosphorous electrophiles were also competent substrates for our methodology.
**Figure 2.** Scope of the desymmetrisation reaction for the nucleophilic component (top) and electrophilic component (bottom).

Having established the scope of the desymmetrisation for both the nucleophilic and electrophilic components, we proceeded to assess the crucial second stage of the strategy: the enantiospecific nucleophilic substitution of the remaining nitrophenol leaving group (Figure 3). After a preliminary investigation into the applicability of existing protocols, we found that
Lewis acid activation of the P(V) species, pioneered by Merck, was highly efficient in promoting the second nucleophilic displacement. Indeed, treating compound 1, with 1.5 equivalent each of t-BuMgCl and benzyl alcohol in THF at room temperature smoothly afforded mixed phosphonate ester 23 in almost quantitative yield and 100% enantiospecificity. Encouraged by this success, we proceeded to use more complex and biologically relevant alcohols as nucleophiles. All four DNA nucleosides (24-27) as well as acetal protected uridine (28) and adenosine (29) were successfully phosphorylated at the 5'-OH with moderate to good yields and >95:5 dr. Acetal protected D-glucose (30) and deoxythymidine (31) were both phosphorylated at the more hindered secondary 3'-OH in excellent yields and diastereoselectivity. Having established reactivity with alcohol nucleophiles we proceeded to investigate the stereocontrolled formation of alternative P-heteroatom linkages. When using n-propane thiol as the nucleophile, however, no desired product was obtained when using t-BuMgCl to promote the reaction, with the main by-product observed being (2-methyl-6-nitrophenyl)(propyl)thioether obtained via SNAr. This obstacle was overcome by switching the promoter 3 equivalents of DBU which gave the desired thiophosphonate ester 32 in 59% yield and 98% es. We then turned our attention to N-centred nucleophiles and were thrilled to find that when using N-Boc benzylamine as the nucleophile we could obtain phosphonomidite ester 33 in 83% yield and 100% es. Finally, TBS protected phosphonate ester 6 was deprotected with TFA and cyclised with t-BuMgCl to give CycloSal derivative 34 in 67% yield and 92% es over 2 steps. Upon recrystallisation to enantiopurity and single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis (see SI for details), the absolute configuration of 34 was determined to be (R) showing inversion of configuration with respect to the starting material.
Figure 3. Derivatisation of the desymmetrised enantioenriched P(V) products. P–O bond formation (top), P–S and P–N bond formation (bottom) and synthesis of a CycloSal prodrug derivative (bottom).

[a]3 eq of t-BuMgCl were used. [b]4 eq of t-BuMgCl were used.

To confirm the importance of controlling stereochemical configuration at all substitution steps, acetal protected uridine and D-glucose were also reacted with racemic 1. Both compounds 28 and 30 were obtained as a 1:1 mixture of diastereoisomers, thus highlighting the importance of...
deploying enantioenriched 1 in the second nucleophilic substitution to obtain a single diastereomeric product (see SI for details).

To further probe the mechanism and establish the origins of enantioselectivity in the initial nucleophilic desymmetrisation step, a computational Density Functional Theory (DFT) study was undertaken.

In agreement with previous literature reports, calculations on a model system established that the nucleophilic attack and leaving group displacement steps occurred as two discrete steps, with the pentacoordinate intermediate residing in a local minimum (see SI for details). Building upon this result, a more complex catalytic model was generated. In this model, the chiral backbone, the basic N-atom of the iminophosphorane, and the distal benzylic group on of the catalyst were conserved and represented with analogous functional groups as they were found to be essential for achieving high reactivity and enantioselectivity in the key catalyst-controlled desymmetrisation step (Figure 5).

Using this model, it was found that the phosphonate ester can adapt two major orientations upon coordination to the BIMP catalyst, leading to interconvertible and diastereomerically-distinguishable reactant complexes (Figure 5A). By orienting the aryl substituent on the phosphonate ester either pointing away (SM-(R)) or towards (SM-(S)) the BIMP structure allowed for differentiation between the two potential nitro phenol leaving groups in the displacement step and the ensuing formation of the two possible enantiomers.
The subsequent nucleophilic attack by the deprotonated phenolic nucleophile is the enantiodetermining step, with the transition state for the (R)-enantiomer (TS-(R)) 1.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) lower in energy than the transition state for the (S)-enantiomer (TS-(S)) (Figure 5, A). Furthermore, the vibrational mode associated with the TS-(R)’s imaginary frequency indicates that both the nucleophilic attack and deprotonation events occur concurrently and with a higher degree of synchronicity for the preferred transition state. This energetic difference resulted in a predicted enantiomeric excess of 89\% for the formation of the (R)-enantiomer, in good agreement with experimental results. After this step, the reaction is thermodynamically downhill, with the elimination process occurring as a discrete step with a small activation barrier (\(\Delta\Delta G^\ddagger = 0.5\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) for the (R)-enantiomer and \(\Delta\Delta G^\ddagger = 7.7\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) for the (S)-enantiomer). The overall reaction pathway was found to be exergonic and following decomplexation of the desymmetrised product the BIMP catalyst was released back into the cycle.

Further computational analysis of the major enantiomer’s transition structure revealed several key substrate-catalyst interactions responsible for stabilising the complex and facilitating the nucleophilic attack (Figure 5, B). For quantitative analysis, bulkier tert-butyl substituents were included in the chiral backbone of the BIMP catalyst.
Figure 5. (A) Reaction profile for the enantioselective nucleophilic desymmetrisation of P(V) compounds. A simplified representation of the BIMP organocatalyst was used. The Gibbs free and electronic energies are given in kcal mol\(^{-1}\) calculated relative to the nucleophile, BIMP catalyst, and pro-chiral phosphonate structures. (B) Proposed transition state structure with full catalytic structure included for the formation of the major stereoisomer (TS1-(R)). (C) Second order perturbation analysis (kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) of TS1-(R). All geometries were optimised at the SMD(fluorobenzene)-M06-2X/def2TZVP//SMD(fluorobenzene)-M06-2X/def2SVP level of theory.
In this model, various hydrogen bonding interactions between the catalyst and substrate were quantified using second order perturbation analysis. In particular, the urea (H(II) and H(III)) and carbamate (H(I)) portions of the BIMP were found to bind with the P=O (O3) oxygen and nitro (O1 and O2) substituent on the substrate, respectively (Figure 5, C). These interactions not only facilitated binding of the substrate within the chiral scaffold of the catalyst, but also contributed to transition state stabilisation (Figure 5, C). The analysis also revealed that the phenol nucleophile (O4– H(IV)) was deprotonated by the basic iminophosphorane, but the resulting phenolate remained closely associated to the protonated N-atom of the catalyst. Thereby, a more activated species was generated to attack at the phosphorous centre. Moreover, additional π-π stacking interactions between the outgoing leaving group and the remote benzylic carbamate substituent of the BIMP catalyst stabilised the formation of the pentacoordinate intermediate and positioned the ester substituent for subsequent displacement further along the reaction pathway.

In conclusion, a conceptually novel two-stage strategy for the synthesis of stereogenic P(V) compounds through an unprecedented enantioselective nucleophilic desymmetrisation and subsequent enantiospecific derivatization, was developed. A novel BIMP catalyst bearing a ureidopeptide H-bond donor moiety provided a unique chiral environment and sufficient pronucleophile / substrate activation to allow the desymmetrisation to proceed with excellent yield and enantioselectivity. Through judicious choice of leaving group, facile downstream diversification of the desymmetrised P(V) ester with a multitude of medicinally relevant nucleophiles with very high enantiospecificity was allowed. This study represents a clear strategic departure from previously established catalytic methods which rely on substrate engineering and do not easily allow for facile downstream modification to medicinally attractive molecules. Finally, DFT studies were carried out to elucidate an energetically plausible reaction pathway for the two enantiomeric products and to uncover the main attractive
non-covalent interactions responsible for the high levels of enantioselectivity observed for the major enantiomer. This conceptually novel, two-stage desymmetrisation/derivatisation approach has enabled modular catalytic enantioselective access to stereogenic-P(V) compounds via a strategy which we hope will unlock new opportunities and inspire further developments in the field.

Data Availability: Crystallographic data are available free of charge from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre under reference CCDC 2097043 (1) and CCDC 2097044 (34). Additional optimisation data, full synthetic methods, and characterisation data are available in the supplementary materials.
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